
How To Hire 
Using 

PeopleMaps 
Interview Pro



Who Is This Workshop For?



It is for everyone who is involved in the 
recruitment process.



What’s the purpose of this workshop?



1. To recruit the right candidates

2. Save time processing candidates

3. Reduce recruitment risk



Exercise 1

What do we mean by the right 
candidate?



What do we mean by the right 
candidate?

The right candidates will be able to cope 
with your work environment and do the 
job for at least a year, preferably longer.



What do we mean by the right 
candidate?

The right candidate will be able to learn 
to do the job to a high standard.



What do we mean by the right 
candidate?

The right candidate will not adversely 
affect the performance of anyone else 
they work with and may indeed increase 
overall performance.



Exercise 1b

Identify which items are a Skill and which 
are an Attitude



We Hire On Skills and Fire On Attitudes



How To Predict 
Performance



What are the standard predictors of 
performance?



● Work experience
● Skills

● Qualifications



Exercise

Why do we interview candidates?

What are we hoping that will learn in the 
interview, that the CV or application form 

won’t tell us?



We interview people to discover who 
they are as a person. 

It’s a personality assessment.



Personality assessments are not new.



We meet candidates because we want to 
know who they are, not just what they 

have done or what they can do.



You have been using your inbuilt 
personality assessment tool each time 
you interview a candidate. The problem 

is, it’s not very reliable.



A More Reliable 
Personality 
Assessment 

Tool





No specialist training in psychology 
required.



How To Use Personality 
Reports To Build A Shortlist



Step 1 
Pick a report design that most closely 

resembles the job role.



Step 2

Pick out the three 
PeopleMaps Gauges that 

matter to you most.



Exercise

1. Naturally calms down volatile situations
2. Naturally service oriented with a strong sense of 

contribution.
3. Puts people and feelings first.
4. Keen awareness of customer's emotional state
5. Naturally builds long term relationships.
6. Cares deeply about their customer and their needs.
7. Is a good listener.
8. Willing to follow agreed process.
9. Likes having rules and procedures to follow.



Step 3

Build a long list



Exercise

Joe has scores 90 for “Is a good listener” 
but doesn’t have as much experience as 

Mary, who scores 55 for “Is a good 
listener”. Who would you interview first?



Use the gauges to build your initial long 
list for interview. You are likely to find the 
candidates you want amongst this initial 
list because they have the personality 

you are looking for. This can save you a 
lot of time processing and interviewing 

candidates.



Step 4

How To Interview Candidates Using 
PeopleMaps Interview Pro



Step 4.1

How To Get Candidates To Open Up 
And Provide Good Data by Creating The 

Right Interview Environment 



Step 4.2

How to use the Gauges in an interview.



Step 4.3

How to use the personality report text to 
interview candidates.



Step 4.4

Indirect questions elicit better answers.



Step 5

How To Tell Who Will Stick The Job For 
The Long Haul.



Step 5

Some personality types will cope with 
your work environment much better than 

others.



Step 6

Compare notes and decide who to hire



3 Ways To Inspire Your 
Favourite Candidate To 
Choose Your Job Offer



1) Get to a decision quickly



2) Keep in touch



3) Use the personality report



FAQ



Where do we send 
candidates to complete the 
personality questionnaire?



How long does the 
questionnaire take?



Can the questionnaire be 
duped?



Can the questionnaire be 
in another language?



What psychology is used here?



Do we need any training in psychology to 
use this?



How do we access the candidate 
reports?





The End
Who To Contact if you Have More Questions


